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Optical properties of semiconductors using projector-augmented waves

B. Adolph,* J. Furthmu¨ller, and F. Bechstedt
Institut für Festkörpertheorie und Theoretische Optik, Friedrich-Schiller-Universita¨t, D-07743 Jena, Germany

~Received 20 September 2000; published 12 March 2001!

The frozen-core projector-augmented wave~PAW! method is applied to construct all-electron valence wave
functions from non-norm-conserving pseudo wave functions and atomic functions. The use of all-electron
wave functions possesses the advantage that no nonlocal contributions to the optical transition operator have to
be taken into account. In addition, the more accurate description of the wave functions in the core region
improves the quality of the calculated spectra compared to those obtained from a pseudopotential approach.
We demonstrate the accuracy of the PAW approach by comparing optical spectra of several semiconductors
with those obtained employing a full all-electron method or norm-conserving pseudopotentials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in computational methods makes it p
sible to calculate optical spectra of semiconductors from fi
principles. Very recently, such first-principles calculatio
have even been performed including simultaneously qu
particle effects and electron-hole interaction.1–5 Despite the
inclusion of many-body interactions, the starting point of
these calculations is a single-particle electronic struct
based on density-functional theory~DFT! in the local-density
approximation6,7 ~LDA ! and ab initio norm-conserving
pseudopotentials.8

The description of the electron-ion interaction by mea
of pseudopotentials~PP’s! has the advantage of reducing th
all-electron~AE! problem to the treatment of a few valenc
electrons. The core electrons, which usually do not pla
role in the optical properties for not too large photon en
gies, can be frozen into the cores of the atoms. The dis
vantage of using PP’s in the calculation of optical propert
is the spatial nonlocality of these potentials. Within the Co
lomb gauge of the electromagnetic field the optical transit
operator is related to the velocity operatorv of the electrons.
It may be related to the momentum operatorp by v
5(1/m)p1( i /\)@Vnl ,x#. However, an extra term appear
proportional to the commutator of the space coordinatex and
the nonlocal contribution Vnl to the single-particle
potential.9,10 Typical sources of such nonlocal contributio
are nonlocal PP’s,10–13or ~screened! exchange interactions.14

Another problem in the calculation of optical transitio
matrix elements is the inadequate description of the core
gion due to the use of pseudowave functions.13 This problem
becomes even more complicated when lifting the nor
conservation condition and using non-norm-conserving ul
soft ~US! PP’s of the Vanderbilt type.15,16On the other hand
US PP’s allow the treatment of several hundreds of atom
a unit cell, in particular for first-row elements.17 However,
the crucial step is to augment the pseudo wave functi
used in the core region in a physically reasonable way. A
possible approach the inclusion of a core-repair term e
ploying a reconstruction of AE valence wave functio
within the US PP approach has been proposed in a re
paper.13 A more consistent approach using AE valence wa
functions from the very beginning is the projecto
0163-1829/2001/63~12!/125108~8!/$15.00 63 1251
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augmented wave~PAW! method.18 Recently, a formal rela-
tionship has been demonstrated between the Vanderbilt-
US PP and the frozen-core PAW method.19 The frozen-core
PAW method turns out to be as powerful as the US
method since it is also restricted to a variational treatmen
the valence states only. The basic variational quantities
again non-norm-conserving pseudo wave functions. The
jor difference between the PAW and US PP methods c
cerns only the augmentation of the charges or wave funct
inside the core region.

In the present paper we demonstrate the accuracy of
PAW approach for the calculation of optical spectra. Expl
itly, we select a set of six semiconductors~diamond, Si, cu-
bic SiC, AlP, GaAs, and InSb! with widely different bonding
properties. The PAW results are compared with those
tained using a full AE method and a norm-conserving
approach.

II. METHODS

Within the PP approach the calculation of optical tran
tion matrix elements, at least in the commonly used C
lomb gauge of the electromagnetic field, is accompanied
two difficulties and, hence, sources of errors.~i! Instead of
the local momentum operator, the nonlocal velocity opera
has to be used.~ii ! The pseudo wave functions are smooth
around the atomic cores in order to minimize the number
basis functions, while the actual wave functions poss
nodes in the core region. The use of AE wave functions
the advantage that they are formally derived from a local
potential. Therefore, the velocity operator used in the tra
verse gauge can be expressed by the momentum ope
only. This is a significant simplification compared to the P
method. Augmentation of pseudo wave functions by A
wave functions as a tool for simplifying the calculation
the optical matrix elements and for fixing the errors intr
duced inside the pseudocore region due to the impro
nodal structure of the pseudo wave functions was alre
suggested by Kageshima and Shiraishi.13 In our approach we
go a further step beyond by starting from a proper~frozen-
core! AE approach from the very beginning. This has t
advantage that all ground state properties are treated on
same consistent footing, not only a certain special asp
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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The starting point is an implementation of the PA
method18 in an existing plane-wave code supporting no
norm-conserving Vanderbilt-type US PP’s,15 the Viennaab
initio simulation package~VASP!.20,21 On the basis of the
corresponding PAW-derived AE wave functions an imp
mentation of the optical matrix elements is done forVASP. In
the PAW approach AE wave functionsuCN& are derived
from pseudo~PS! wave functionsuC̃N& by means of a linear
transformation18,19

uCN&5uC̃N&1(
i

~ uf i&2uf̃ i&)^ p̃i uC̃N&. ~1!

The PS wave functionsuC̃N& are the only variational quan
tities. The indexi is a shorthand for the atomic siteR, the
angular momentum quantum numbersl ,m, and the reference
energies at which we construct the atomic partial wavesuf i&
and uf̃ i&. Both partial waves are obtained from a certa
atomic reference configuration. As in the case of the
method the AE partial wavesuf i& and the PS partial wave
uf̃ i& are identical outside a core radiusr c

i and match atr c
i

being two times continuously differentiable. The PS par
waves are usually non-norm-conserving as in Vanderb
US PP scheme. Moreover, in contrast to PP schemes,
are even allowed to possess nodes. However, nodeles
partial waves are usually preferred since they are m
smoother. As in the US PP implementation a slightly mo
fied Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos pseudoiza
scheme21,22 is used for the construction of the atomic P
partial waves. As in the case of US PP’s the projectorsu p̃i&
introduced in Eq.~1! are dual to the PS partial waves

^ p̃i uf̃ j&5d i j . ~2!

Also on the analogy of US PP’s the PS wave functions fu
generalized orthonormality constraints19

^C̃NuŜuC̃M&5dNM ~3!

with the overlap operator

Ŝ511(
i , j

u p̃i&~^f i uf j&2^f̃ i uf̃ j&!^ p̃ j u. ~4!

The calculation of the matrix elementspNM5^CNup̂uCM& of
the momentum operatorp̂ is straightforward using the ansa
Eq. ~1! for the AE wave functionuCN&. One ends up with a
formula that is formally identical to that given by Kageshim
and Shiraishi:13

pNM5^C̃Nup̂uC̃M&1(
i , j

^C̃Nu p̃i&~^f i up̂uf j&

2^f̃ i up̂uf̃ j&!^ p̃ j uC̃M&. ~5!

In order to obtain this equation one has to use the compl
ness relation of the projector functions inside the augme
tion sphere,18
12510
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uf̃ i&^ p̃i u51. ~6!

In all explicit numerical calculations Eq.~6! is fulfilled only
approximately. However, the assumption that the projec
basis is complete is one of the basic footings of the PA
method. It is analogous to the assumption made in the
earized muffin-tin method that the basis of augmentat
functions inside the muffin-tin spheres is sufficient
complete.23,24The completeness of the projector basis can
controlled by the number of reference energies included
the projector basis. Sufficient completeness of the proje
basis within the range of band energies of interest is alw
achieved by use of two reference energies, i.e., two proje
functions perlm channel. In our current implementation w
limit the basis set to angular momentum quantum numb
l<2, i.e., a proper augmentation ofs, p, andd functions is
taken into account. Higherl quantum numbers are taken in
account by a local PP, i.e., by pseudowave functions on

The optical spectra resulting from DFT-LDA electron
structure calculations using the PAW approach are compa
with those calculated within two other approaches. First,
order to demonstrate the AE aspect of the PAW method,
also present results based on the self-consistent full-pote
linearized augmented plane-wave~FLAPW! method.25,26

The codeWIEN97 is used for explicit computations. Secon
we compare the AE results with those of electronic struct
calculations employing norm-conserving PP’s.8 Explicitly,
the DFT-LDA code27 FHI93CPis used. Two different method
of obtaining the optical matrix elements are possible. In
framework of the Coulomb gauge,VNM5^C̃NuV̂uC̃M& can
be calculated using pseudowave functionsuC̃&. We call this
approach the transversal PP approach. However, one can
employ the longitudinal length gauge of the electromagne
field where the optical transition operator is given by

q

q
•pNM5~«N2«M !

m

\
lim
q→0

K C̃NU 1

q
eiq•xUC̃M L ~7!

with the single-particle energies«N . We call this approxima-
tion the longitudinal pseudopotential~LPP! approach. Both
gauges give supposedly identical results.10 Therefore, we can
restrict the computations to the use of one gauge. Since
explicit calculation of the full velocity operator matrix ele
ments is quite cumbersome due to nonlocal contribution
the pseudopotentials, we avoid the Coulomb gauge. Thus
PP results presented in this paper refer to the LPP appro
Details of the treatment can be found in Ref. 10. The th
different electronic structure calculations have been car
out at the corresponding theoretical lattice constants, wh
are given in Table I. Additionally, Table I shows the cuto
energies for the plane-wave expansion for all materials
the different approaches. The tetrahedron method is app
to a Brillouin zone~BZ! integration employing 256k points
in the irreducible part of the BZ. The results are widely co
verged with respect to the number of conduction bands.
all calculations 100 conduction bands have been taken
account. All transition energies are taken in DFT-LDA qua
ity. No quasiparticle corrections are considered. The calc
8-2
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125108
tions are performed within the independent-parti
approximation.10 Hence, electron-hole interaction and loca
field effects are not taken into account.

Moreover, in the PAW case we have performed two d
ferent calculations for the III-V compounds GaAs and In
possessing shallowd core electrons. Thed electrons can be
frozen into the core or they can be explicitly treated as
lence electrons. Whereas the first case reflects more the
mon situation in PP calculations, the latter reflects m
closely the situation of full AE calculations. Therefore w
considered both possibilities.

TABLE I. Lattice constantsa ~in Å! and plane-wave cutoff
energiesEcut ~in Ry! used within the three different method
FLAPW, PAW, and PP. The PAW values for GaAs and InSb giv
in parentheses refer to calculations treating the shallowd core elec-
trons explicitly as valence electrons. Within the FLAPW approa
different cutoff energies are used for the different atoms of a co
pound.

Method Si SiC C InSb GaAs AlP

a
FLAPW 5.41 4.33 3.53 6.49 5.61 5.44
PAW 5.41 4.33 3.54 6.34~6.46! 5.59 ~5.61! 5.44
PP 5.43 4.29 3.57 6.28 5.57 5.44

Ecut

FLAPW 13 18/28 38 15/18 15/16 15/16
PAW 18 44 44 25~45! 25 ~50! 25
PP 15 34 42 15 15 15
12510
-

-
m-
e

III. RESULTS

First we compare results of the frozen-core PAW meth
with those obtained within the full all-electron FLAPW ap
proach. In Figs. 1 and 2, linear optical absorption spectra
joint densities of states~JDOS’s! are shown for the six cubic
semiconductors Si, SiC, C, AlP, GaAs, and InSb. The agr
ment of the JDOS’s is almost perfect for the materials w
rather strongly localized core orbitals~Si, SiC, C, and AlP!.
Here, calculations performed within both approaches us
the same lattice constant obviously lead to identical el
tronic structures. The same excellent agreement is found
comparing the optical absorption spectra for Si, SiC, C, a
AlP. The line shapes and peak intensities are identical.
very narrow peaks in the Si and SiC PAW spectra, which
not occur in the FLAPW spectra, are due to a higher ene
resolution. This means that the construction of AE wa
functions using the frozen-core PAW method describes
true AE wave functions to a very high degree.

For the systems GaAs and InSb possessing more exte
shallow cored orbitals we find a reduced agreement~cf. Fig.
2! for the JDOS’s as well as for the dielectric function. Di
ferences in the optical spectra regard mostly the energ
positions of the main peaks as well as their intensiti
whereas the overall line shapes are quite similar. As can
seen from the JDOS spectra in Fig. 2 these differences
ready appear in the electronic structures obtained within
two different approaches. For InSb they might be explain
by the slightly different lattice constants~which is indicated
by the variation of the PAW spectra with and withoutd
electrons!. On the other hand, this explanation does not h

h
-

,

FIG. 1. Imaginary part of the
dielectric function~left panel! and
joint density of states~right panel!
for the group-IV materials Si, SiC
and C. Solid line, FLAPW
method; dashed line, PAW.
8-3
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FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the
dielectric function~left panel! and
joint density of states~right panel!
for the III-V compounds InSb,
GaAs, and AlP. Solid line,
FLAPW method; thin short-
dashed line, PAW; thick long-
dashed line, PAW includingd
core electrons.
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for GaAs. An additional reason could be the frozen-core
proximation employed in the PAW approach. The cruc
point is that the worse energetic and spatial separation
tween core and valence states makes the frozen-core app
mation more critical. Some of the problems associated w
the frozen core may be solved by treating some of the s
low core states explicitly as valence states. However, i
often questionable which core states one has to cons
Inclusion, for example, of thed core states only might al
ready be sufficient but in some cases even the correspon
s andp core states can still play a crucial role. Hence, inc
sion of a limited subset of core states only may still provo
discrepancies with respect to a full AE approach such as
FLAPW method.

Taking the shallowd electrons into account explicitly a
valence electrons~instead of putting them into the core!
slightly improves the overall agreement between PAW a
FLAPW optical spectra. Energetic positions and intensit
of the main peaks within the two approaches agree be
particularly for theE1 peak and the low-energy tail of th
spectra. This is observed for the dielectric function as wel
for the joint density of states and seems to be reasonable
the shallowd electrons are expected to influence mainly lo
lying transitions. This also agrees with the effect that in
InSb case differences between the PAW results with
without d electrons become smaller and eventually van
for increasing transition energies. Thus, even though
equilibrium lattice constants for the two calculations a
somewhat different, the main effect on the optical spec
seems to be due to the treatment of the shallowd core states.
In any case, slight discrepancies still remain with respect
full AE approach such as the FLAPW method. This mig
12510
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indicate that even the explicit treatment of the shallowd
states is not yet sufficient. However, we want to ment
that, within the two approaches FLAPW and PAW, a lot
additional calculational parameters have to be considere
potential sources of error and have to be adjusted quite c
fully to obtain well-converged results, especially for mate
als with rather extended core orbitals~like the shallowd
states of GaAs and InSb!. It cannot be excluded that an eve
better adjustment of those parameters might eventually
to significantly better agreement between the two
proaches. Besides the possible inclusion of even more
states in the PAW method, this may concern plane-w
cutoffs used~in particular in the FLAPW approach, cf. Tabl
I!, the choice of reference energies and pseudoization r
for the construction of the PAW partial waves, or the tre
ment of the shallow core states in the FLAPW metho
which may become rather critical if the extension of the co
orbitals exceeds the muffin-tin radius. Therefore, furth
work has to be done in order to understand the remain
discrepancies in more detail.

The electronic dielectric constant«` provides a good
measure for the overall oscillator strengths, when it is cal
lated using the screening sum rules.10 Corresponding results
are given in Table II. There, in the cases of GaAs and In
note to the PAW values of the dielectric constant given
parentheses, which correspond to calculations that explic
include the shallowd core states as valence states. The
calculations should reflect a true AE calculation much m
closely than calculations freezing thed electrons into the
core. The main effect of thed electrons is to change th
lattice constant slightly, resulting in a decrease of the fun
mental gap. In the case of InSb one even ends up with se
8-4
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125108
metallic behavior. The decrease of the fundamental gap u
inclusion of thed electrons mainly influences the low-energ
tail of the PAW spectra in Fig. 2. This change of the lo
energy tail causes most of the observed changes of the
electric constants. In addition, for InSb the strength of
main peak is also somewhat reduced whereas in the ca
GaAs the changes in the spectra are almost negligible
transition energies larger than 3 eV~which the change in
lattice constant is!. The dielectric constants within both ap
proaches show very good overall agreement, particularly
the less critical systems C, SiC, Si, and AlP. Even for In
the agreement is rather good if we compare with the PA
result including thed electrons as valence electrons and if w
take into account that the semimetallic character of InSb
the AE DFT-LDA treatment gives rise to rather unphysic
and numerically critical low-energy tails in the spectra. On
for GaAs does the observed discrepancy become slig
worse after inclusion of thed electrons. The difference i
traced back to the lower peak intensities in the FLAPW sp
tra for GaAs, leading to a smaller dielectric constant co

TABLE II. Dielectric constant«` calculated within the three
different methods FLAPW, PAW, and PP. The PAW values
GaAs and InSb given in parentheses refer to calculations trea
the shallowd core electrons explicitly as valence electrons.

Method Si SiC C InSb GaAs AlP

FLAPW 13.6 7.2 5.9 20.0 12.7 9.0
PAW 13.8 7.1 5.9 17.3~21.0! 13.5 ~14.4! 8.9
PP 13.5 7.4 6.2 13.9 11.9 8.7
12510
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pared to the PAW method. Nevertheless, since the agreem
is still reasonable, we conclude that our AE approach to
wave functions in the framework of the PAW method giv
very reliable results. Linear optical properties of the valen
electrons using PAW wave functions can therefore be c
sidered as representing true AE spectra.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we compare the PAW-derived AE spec
described with spectra calculated with norm-conserv
pseudo wave functions and in longitudinal gauge of the e
tromagnetic field for all six semiconductors. Both the ima
nary part of the dielectric function and the JDOS are plott
Again, the JDOS shows the very good agreement of the e
tronic structures of the six semiconductors considered ca
lated within the two different approaches. The small diffe
ences in the JDOS are mainly a consequence of the diffe
theoretical lattice constants due to the different calculatio
schemes used. The absorption spectra also show very
agreement for almost all materials. Apart from significa
differences in the low-energy region of the spectra for Ga
and InSb, the line shapes of all spectra are rather indepen
of the electronic structure method used in the calculati
We find very small differences in the peak intensities due
slightly different transition matrix elements. The strong
difference for the peak at 4.5 eV in the Si spectrum is ag
due to different energy resolutions of the spectra. The sm
deviations in the peak positions can be explained by
small differences in the lattice constants. The observed o
all agreement in the frequency dependence of the dielec
functions calculated within the PP and PAW methods in
cates that the exact shape of the wave functions in the
regions does not play an important role in the linear opti

r
ng
,
;

FIG. 3. Imaginary part of the
dielectric function~left panel! and
joint density of states~right panel!
for the group-IV materials Si, SiC
and C. Solid line, PP approach
dashed line, PAW method.
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FIG. 4. Imaginary part of the
dielectric function~left panel! and
joint density of states~right panel!
for the III-V compounds InSb,
GaAs, and AlP. Solid line, PP ap
proach; thick long-dashed line
PAW; thin short-dashed line
PAW includingd core electrons.
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properties for materials with rather localized core orbit
such as Si, SiC, C, and AlP.

The situation is different for the III-V compounds GaA
and InSb, which include elements with shallowd core states.
For this class of materials, the PP approach should gene
suffer more seriously from the improper nodal structure
the valence wave functions in the core region than for ma
rials possessing very localized core states that are well s
rated from the valence states. Due to the stronger c
valence overlap in GaAs and InSb the PS wave functi
already deviate strongly from the AE wave functions in t
region where they not only still do overlap but also intera
significantly with the shallow core orbitals. The expect
consequence is an insufficient description of the core-vale
interactions and, hence, of the valence states themse
Even treatment of the shallow core states as valence s
does not improve this situation in a satisfying manner.
addition to this general problem, which already occurs
total-energy calculations, i.e., the calculation of equilibriu
lattice constants, cohesive energies, or single-particle b
structures, the calculation of optical matrix elements a
suffers from another problem. The error introduced by
improper description of the nodal structure of the wave fu
tions is most probably increasing with increasing volum
fraction of the pseudocore region where the PS wave fu
tions deviate significantly from the AE ones. Since one
forced to pseudoize the AE wave functions outside the o
ermost node this volume fraction is directly determined
the position of this node. However, this position is appro
mately determined by the position of the maximum of t
energetically highest core state and hence is related to
extension of this core state. This is a general rule, wh
12510
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reflects the orthonormality constraints of the atomic wa
functions. Due to the much weaker localization of the sh
low core states in GaAs and InSb, one would expect that
volume fraction of the improperly described pseudocore
gion becomes significantly larger than for systems with v
localized core states as C, SiC, Si, and AlP. Consequen
the more extended core region in the case of GaAs and I
should provoke larger errors compared to the other mater

The main difference in the optical spectra concerns
underestimation of theE0 andE1 transitions~for nomencla-
ture of the optical transitions see, e.g., Ref. 28! using the PP
method. This discrepancy already occurs, to a smaller ext
in the JDOS spectra. However, we observe as well an ef
of underestimating the matrix elements of the lowest opti
transitions close to the BZ center. As we demonstrate
Table III, the matrix elements in the PAW approach a
clearly larger than the PP ones for the low-energy transiti
E0, whereas for energetically higher transitions both a
proaches lead to nearly identical matrix elements. Moreo
for GaAs Kageshima and Shiraishi13 calculated matrix ele-
ments of 0.30(E0), 0.34(E1), and 0.23(E2) (\/aB)2 which
agree well with the PAW values in Table III, confirming th
discrepancies found with respect to the PP results. Hence
differences in the low-energy regions of the spectra are
viously related to the different quality of the treatment of t
core part of the valence wave functions. This is also s
ported by the fact that treating the shallowd states explicitly
as valence states leads to even stronger differences bet
the PAW and PP results~cf. Fig. 4! but can by no means b
considered the only reason for the discrepancies observ

Table II gives a comparison of the electronic dielect
constant«` for the PAW method and the PP approach
8-6
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TABLE III. Square of momentum matrix elements in atomic units (\/aB)2 ~first value! and DFT-LDA
transition energy in eV~second value! for important optical transitions in the materials under considerat
The electronic structure calculation method is characterized by the wave functions used. The PAW va
GaAs and InSb in parentheses refer to calculations including thed core electrons as valence electrons.

Method E0 E1 E08 E2 E18

Si
PAW 0.14 2.54 0.35 2.68 0.32 3.31 0.26 3.50 0.21 4.5
PW 0.14 2.54 0.33 2.68 0.28 3.29 0.25 3.46 0.21 4.4

SiC
PAW 0.27 6.54 0.40 6.65 0.21 7.33 0.31 4.57 0.30 8.3
PW 0.27 6.80 0.37 6.75 0.21 7.48 0.28 4.46 0.30 8.2

C
PAW 0.29 5.64 0.42 11.36 0.27 14.26 0.57 11.28 0.52 12.
PW 0.27 5.53 0.39 11.23 0.26 13.93 0.54 11.12 0.51 12.

InSb
PAW 0.31 0.24 0.32 1.68 0.14 3.09 0.21 3.46 0.21 4.8

~0.28! ~-0.35! ~0.30! ~1.46! ~0.16! ~2.97! ~0.22! ~3.56! ~0.23! ~4.86!
PW 0.12 0.71 0.28 1.86 0.16 3.15 0.23 3.45 0.24 4.8

GaAs
PAW 0.33 0.66 0.37 2.18 0.17 3.79 0.25 4.05 0.25 5.8

~0.32! ~0.48! ~0.36! ~2.13! ~0.18! ~3.75! ~0.26! ~4.11! ~0.26! ~5.85!
PW 0.17 1.26 0.33 2.46 0.17 3.80 0.26 4.05 0.26 5.7

AlP
PAW 0.28 3.19 0.32 3.49 0.15 4.51 0.21 3.60 0.21 5.5
PW 0.23 3.26 0.28 3.54 0.14 4.54 0.19 3.59 0.20 5.5
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well. The relationships of the values calculated within t
PAW and PP methods confirm the above discussion of
absorption spectra. We observe again good agreement o
PAW and PP results for Si, SiC, C, and AlP. The PA
values for GaAs and InSb are underestimated by the
method, which reflects the underestimation of the lo
energy tail of the spectra. However, we find rather go
overall agreement of the results obtained using differ
methods.

IV. SUMMARY

The dielectric functions of the group-IV and III-V sem
conductors Si, SiC, C, InSb, GaAs, and AlP have been
culated by means of the~frozen-core! all-electron projector-
augmented wave method, which possesses a c
relationship to Vanderbilt’s non-norm-conserving US PP.
using the PAW method it becomes possible to calcu
physical properties involving wave functions very acc
rately, despite the fact that the underlying variational qu
tities remain non-norm-conserving pseudowave functio
which are just augmented in a different way.

Comparing our results with those obtained within t
FLAPW method, we found that the PAW treatment of t
optical transition matrix elements reproduces linear opt
properties from a full all-electron method very well for m
terials with rather localized core electrons. For GaAs a
12510
e
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-
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InSb, possessing extended shallowd core orbitals, the agree
ment found is reduced but still quite reasonable. This ho
for spectra as well as for dielectric constants. The differen
occurring may be due to the fact that a sufficiently well co
verged description of particularly the extendedd core orbit-
als is a difficult task to achieve within the different numeric
approaches. However, the PAW approach can reasonab
considered a quasi-all-electron method.

For all materials under consideration the absorption sp
tra have also been compared with spectra calculated
means of a common pseudopotential-plane-wave meth
For systems with more localized core states such as C
SiC, and AlP, we have shown that the different treatmen
the wave functions in the core region has a minor influen
on the linear optical properties. Thus, for these materia
standard PP calculation using norm-conserving PP’s can
considered sufficient for linear optics. For systems with m
extended shallowd core orbitals like GaAs and InSb, th
PAW method improves in particular the underestimation
the E0 and E1 peaks within a PP treatment using norm
conserving PPs.
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